
 
I. Call to Order - Colton 

II. Roll Call - Cat 
A. All in attendance except Business Senator Matthew Matheson 

Approve Minutes from last meeting approved 
III. Old Business 

A. Veteran Priority Registration  
1. SUUSA S.R. 001: Resolution: Supporting Veterans and Dependents Receiving Priority 

Registration Privileges (accessible on SUUSA website)  
2. Debate:  

a) Sen. Cox-what research was done to support this bill? Rep. Oschner-all previous 
research was already presented to the student body senate 

b) Rep. Moore-the resolution talks about spouses and them registering early. What 
does this entail? TO-it is meant for dependents (those who receive GI Bill 
benefits) AM-how does that relate to spouses needing to register early as well? 
TO-the bill has a lot of emphasis on veterans but the veterans center deals with 
others who get veteran benefits. 

c) Sen. Cox- It says that an autonomous banner script will be created to initiate 
priority access for registration. Why does the Veterans Center employees need 
banner access if the system is autonomous? Rep. Oschner- For the current 
process of implementation, the current banner script can be written but the time 
it'll take from right now to the completion of the script being written to full 
autonomy, it'll take a long time (up to six months). So from now, to the time the 
script will be written, the full-time staff will be granted banner access to fulfill 
the requests. CC-Is that something the advisors can do? TO-Yes 

d) Allison Moore-were other possibilities explored in committee? CC-no other 
possibilities were explored 

e) Call to Question: in favor: 10, against: 3, abstentions: 3 
(1) Motion fails to pass 

B. Canvas Pronouns 
1. SUUSA S.B 001: Bill: Promoting Canvas Pronouns Settings (accessible on SUUSA 

website) 
2. Debate: none 
3. Call to Question: All Yay 

a) Motion Passes, moved to Nouman Kante for signing 
IV. New Business 

A. Women’s Center 
1. Sen. Walton-Wishes to add an additional center outside of Title IX and CAPS. Another 

resource on campus for students to drop in and ask questions about things they're 
experiencing, processes, education on sexual assault, trauma reactions, etc.  

2. Sen. LaFevre-We used to have a women’s center, but they got rid of it. Do we know 
why? AW-Not sure why, but it was taken away 6 years ago. 

3. Rep. Paz-is this the same thing as the health center proposition? AW-no, they could share 
resources, but they wouldn’t be the same 

4. Rep. Barton-how is this going to be different from Title IX and where would it be 
housed? AW-It would be involved with the Health and Wellness Center; the space is 
already there and they have resources we could share. Title IX coordinator needs to 
remain impartial and can’t persuade anyone to do one thing or the other, they’re only 
there to offer information, and Title IX is also scary and most people who have been a 
victim won’t reach out to Title IX. So by having another resource that would make it less 
scary.  



 
5. Rep. Moore-what kind of resources would we need for the Center? AW-ideally, 

therapists, Peer Allies (through CAPS) that act as student counselors that have been 
taught by CAPS  

6. Sen. Burnside Evans- Would it be focused on a women’s crisis center or open to 
everyone on campus? AW-specific resources for survivors, wouldn’t be just for women, 
it would be open to everyone 

7. CS Stewart-consider calling it something else so those who don’t identify as a woman 
would be open to using the service. Also, have there been considerations made of the 
legal repercussions? AW- We would work with Title IX to make sure everything would 
be legal and confidential 

8. Rep. Hawk-there is a local shelter (Canyon Creek Services) and it could be beneficial to 
work with them on this and use their advocates and incorporate them into the Center 

9. Rep. Moore-she imagines some type of collaboration with all these different 
organizations and it would be awesome to collaborate with each organization 

10. VPAcademics Jacobsen-even though she can’t vote, she suggests moving it to committee 
to clarify everything needed to make the resolution 

11. Motion to Move to Committee 
a) Motion passes 

B. Investigation on Proctorio Alternatives 
1. Sen. LaFevre-It’s taxing and a lot of work, and others have stated that because of its 

invasiveness (tracking eye movements, etc). She’s received complaints about the 
program, so she wanted to look into possible alternatives 

2. Rep. Hawk-could the alternative be making sure professors or TAs analyze each 
infraction to see if the infraction was legitimate? 

3. Sen. Burnside Evans-agrees with Rep. Hawk, but would love to look into another option 
4. Rep. Paz- find a way that Proctorio could work best for each individual class (work with 

professors/TAs) 
5. Rep. Barton- there are a lot of disabilities members who receive infractions for 

movements or noises they cannot help 
6. Rep. Moore-we should look into ways to possibly change the software, so it’s not as 

sensitive so not so many people get flagged 
7. Rep. Paz-set a group of guidelines, if flagged, not an automatic zero or points docked off, 

but a notice for the grader to check the video 
8. Rep. Moore-concerned about the time it would take. Having something straight forward 

would be easier 
9. Sen. Cox-question for VP of Clubs Dakota Colby since he’s a TA: what kind of time do 

you have as a TA DC-he’s capped at 20 hours a week, but his duties include grading so 
there is no way he can look over 25+ hour long videos. 

10. CS Stewart- could the alternative be using zoom? The TA could look over the testing 
session 

11. Rep. Hawk- maybe the only section of video needed to watch would be the 10 seconds or 
less that the video flagged 

12. Sen. LaFevre-having TAs/professors review it is a great idea, but the major concern is the 
tracking software on the program 

13. Sen. Oschner-how invasive is it? Sen. LeFevre-it requires you to scan an ID, tracks eye 
movements and hand movements, and tracks the sounds and video and the screen. DC-it 
tracks open tabs, anything running on your computer, and anywhere your mouse goes. 
CS-it also tracks the location of where you take the exam  

14. Motion to Move to Committee 
a) Motion Passes 



 
V. Close 


